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Abstract
Achieving high-performance when developing specialized
hardware/software systems requires understanding and improving not only core compute kernels, but also intricate and
elusive system-level bottlenecks. Profiling these bottlenecks
requires both high-fidelity introspection and the ability to
run sufficiently many cycles to execute complex software
stacks, a challenging combination. In this work, we enable
agile full-system performance optimization for hardware/
software systems with FirePerf, a set of novel out-of-band
system-level performance profiling capabilities integrated
into the open-source FireSim FPGA-accelerated hardware
simulation platform. Using out-of-band call stack reconstruction and automatic performance counter insertion, FirePerf
enables introspecting into hardware and software at appropriate abstraction levels to rapidly identify opportunities for
software optimization and hardware specialization, without
disrupting end-to-end system behavior like traditional profiling tools. We demonstrate the capabilities of FirePerf with
a case study that optimizes the hardware/software stack of
an open-source RISC-V SoC with an Ethernet NIC to achieve
8× end-to-end improvement in achievable bandwidth for
networking applications running on Linux. We also deploy a
RISC-V Linux kernel optimization discovered with FirePerf
on commercial RISC-V silicon, resulting in up to 1.72× improvement in network performance.
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1

Introduction

As hardware specialization improves the performance of
core computational kernels, system-level effects that used to
lurk in the shadows (e.g. getting input/output data to/from
an accelerated system) come to dominate workload runtime.
Similarly, as traditionally “slow” hardware components like
networks and bulk storage continue to improve in performance relative to general purpose computation, it becomes
easy to waste this improved hardware performance with
poorly optimized systems software [9]. Due to scale and
complexity, these system-level effects are considerably more
difficult to identify and optimize than core compute kernels.
To understand systems assembled from complex components, hardware architects and systems software developers
use a variety of profiling, simulation, and debugging tools.
Software profiling tools like perf [18] and strace [4] are

common tools of the trade for software systems developers,
but have the potential to perturb the system being evaluated
(as demonstrated in Section 4.6). Furthermore, because these
tools are generally used post-silicon, they can only introspect
on parts of the hardware design that the hardware developer exposed in advance, such as performance counters. In
many cases, limited resources mean that a small set of these
counters must be shared across many hardware events, requiring complex approaches to extrapolate information from
them [34]. Other post-silicon tools like Intel Processor Trace
or ARM CoreSight trace debuggers can pull short sequences
of instruction traces from running systems, but these sequences are often too short to observe and profile system behavior. While these tools can sometimes backpressure/singlestep the cores when buffers fill up, they cannot backpressure
off-chip I/O and thus are incapable of reproducing systemlevel performance phenomena such as network events.
Pre-silicon, hardware developers use software tools like abstract architectural simulators and software RTL simulation
to understand the behavior of hardware at the architectural
or waveform levels. While abstract architectural simulators
are useful in exploring high-level microarchitectural tradeoffs in a design, new sets of optimization challenges and
bottlenecks arise when a design is implemented as realizable
RTL, since no high-level simulator can capture all details
with full fidelity. In both cases, software simulators are too
slow to observe end-to-end system-level behavior (e.g. a cluster of multiple nodes running Linux) when trying to rapidly
iterate on a design. Furthermore, when debugging system
integration issues, waveforms and architectural events are
often the wrong abstraction level for conveniently diagnosing performance anomalies, as they provide far too much
detail. FPGA-accelerated RTL simulation tools (e.g. [29]) and
FPGA prototypes address the simulation performance bottleneck but offer poor introspection capabilities, especially
at the abstraction level needed for system-level optimization.
In essence, there exists a gap between the detailed hardware
simulators and traces used by hardware architects and the
high-level profiling tools used by systems software developers. But extracting the last bit of performance out of complete
hardware-software systems requires understanding the interaction of hardware and software across this boundary.
Without useful profiling tools or with noisy data from existing tools, developers must blindly make decisions about
what to optimize. Mistakes in this process can be especially
costly for small agile development teams.
To bridge this gap and enable agile system-level hardwaresoftware optimization, we propose and implement FirePerf,
a set of profiling tools designed to integrate with FPGAaccelerated simulation platforms (e.g. the open-source FireSim
platform [29]), and provide high-performance end-to-end
system-level profiling capabilities without perturbing the
system being analyzed (i.e. out-of-band). To demonstrate
the power of FirePerf, we walk through an extensive case

study that uses FirePerf to systematically identify and implement optimizations that yield an 8× speedup in Ethernet
network performance on a commodity open-source RISC-V
SoC design. Optimizing this stack requires comprehensive
profiling of the operating system, application software, SoC
and NIC microarchitectures and RTL implementations, and
network link and switch characteristics. In addition to discovering and improving several components of this system
in FPGA-accelerated simulation, we deploy one particular
optimization in the Linux kernel on a commercially available
RISC-V SoC. This optimization enables the SoC to saturate
its onboard Gigabit Ethernet link, which it could not do with
the default kernel. Overall, with the FirePerf profiling tools,
a developer building a specialized system can improve not
only the core compute kernel of their application, but also
analyze the end-to-end behavior of the system, including
running complicated software stacks like Linux with complete workloads. This allows developers to ensure that no
new system-level bottlenecks arise during the integration
process that prevent them from achieving an ideal speedup.

2

Background

In this section, we introduce the tools we use to demonstrate
FirePerf as well as the networked RISC-V SoC-based system
that we will optimize using FirePerf in our case study.
2.1 Target System Design: FireChip SoC
In the case study in Section 4, we will use FirePerf to optimize network performance on a simulated networked cluster
of nodes where each simulated node is an instantiation of
the open-source FireChip SoC, the default SoC design included with FireSim. The FireChip SoC is derived from the
open-source Rocket Chip generator [6], which is written in
parameterized Chisel RTL [7] and provides infrastructure to
generate Verilog RTL for a complete SoC design, including
RISC-V cores, caches, and a TileLink on-chip interconnect.
Designs produced with the Rocket Chip generator have been
taped out over ten times in academia, and the generator has
been used as the basis for shipping commercial silicon, like
the SiFive HiFive Unleashed [46] and the Kendryte K210
SoC [1]. To this base SoC, FireChip adds a 200 Gbit/s Ethernet NIC and a block device controller, both implemented
in Chisel RTL. The FireChip SoC is also capable of booting
Linux and running full-featured networked applications.
2.2

FireSim

FireSim [2, 29, 30] is an open-source, FPGA-accelerated,
cycle-exact hardware simulation platform that enables automatically modeling RTL designs (including SoCs like FireChip)
on FPGAs at 10s to 100s of MHz. To provide a reproducible,
deterministic, and accurate simulation, FireSim also provides standard I/O models, such as DRAM [10], disk, UART,
and Ethernet network models. In our case study, we will
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Figure 1. FireSim simulation of a networked 2-node, dualcore FireChip configuration on one AWS f1.4xlarge instance with two FPGAs, which will form the basis of the
system we will instrument, analyze, and improve.

use FireSim’s network simulation capabilities, which allow
users to harness multiple cloud FPGAs to simulate clusters of SoCs interconnected by Ethernet links and switches,
while maintaining global cycle-accuracy. FireSim also provides some hardware debugging capabilities, including hardware assertion checking, printf synthesis [31], and automatic Integrated Logic Analyzer (ILA) insertion. However,
these introspection capabilities are generally targeted towards hardware-level waveform-style debugging or functional checks and produce large amounts of output that is
not at a useful abstraction level for system-level profiling of
hardware running complex software stacks.
Figure 1 shows an example FireSim simulation of two
FireChip-based nodes running on two cloud FPGAs on Amazon EC2 F1. We will later instrument this simulation with
FirePerf to use as the baseline for our case study. Because
FireSim exactly simulates the cycle-by-cycle and bit-by-bit
behavior of the transformed RTL designs with realistic I/O
timing and is sufficiently fast to enable running complete software stacks (Linux + applications), the performance analyses
and optimizations we make with FirePerf directly translate
to real silicon (that is based on the FireSim-simulated RTL)
as we demonstrate at the end of the case study.

3

FirePerf

FirePerf makes two key contributions to the state-of-the-art
in system-level hardware/software profiling by automatically instrumenting FPGA-accelerated simulations to improve performance analysis at the systems software and hardware counter levels. This section details these two contributions.
3.1

Software-level Performance Profiling

FirePerf enables software-level performance analysis by collecting cycle-exact instruction commit traces from FPGA
simulations out-of-band (without perturbing the simulated
system) and using these traces to re-construct stack traces to
feed into a framework that produces Flame Graphs [13, 14,
25] (e.g. Figure 2). These cycle-exact flame graphs allow users
to see complete end-to-end Linux kernel (or other software)
behavior on simulated SoCs.
3.1.1 Instruction Commit Log Capture with TraceRV.
As the first step in constructing flame graphs of software
running on a simulated SoC, we implement TraceRV (pronounced “tracer-five”), a FireSim endpoint for extracting
committed instruction traces from the FPGA onto the host
system. Endpoints in FireSim [29] are custom RTL modules
paired with a host-software driver that implement cycleaccurate models that interface with the top-level I/Os of
the transformed design, like the NIC endpoint shown in Figure 1. As a FireSim endpoint, TraceRV is able to backpressure
the FPGA simulation when the instruction trace is not being copied to the host machine quickly enough. In essence,
when the trace transport is backed-up, simulated time stops
advancing and resumes only when earlier trace entries have
been drained from the FPGA, maintaining the cycle-accuracy
of the simulation. This backpressuring mechanism is built
into FireSim, and uses its token-based simulation management features.
For the system we improve in the case study, TraceRV
attaches to the standard TracedInstruction top-level port
exposed by Rocket Chip and BOOM [15]. This port provides several signals that are piped out to the top-level of
the design for post-silicon debugging, including instruction
address, raw instruction bits, privilege level, exception/interrupt status and cause, and a valid signal. In the examples in
this paper, we configure TraceRV to only copy the committed
instruction address trace for each core in the simulated system to the host and omit all other trace-port data, though this
data remains visible to the TraceRV endpoint for triggering
purposes. Since trace ports are standard features integrated
in most SoCs, we expect that we will similarly be able to
attach TraceRV to other RISC-V SoCs without any modifications to the SoCs.
Directly capturing and logging committed instruction
traces has two significant drawbacks. Firstly, with high-speed
FPGA-simulators like FireSim, it is easy to generate hundreds

of gigabytes to terabytes of instruction traces even for small
simulations, which become expensive to store and bottleneck simulation rate due to the performance overhead of
transferring traces over PCIe and writing the trace to disk.
Furthermore, architects are usually interested in traces for a
particular benchmark run, rather than profiling the entire
simulation run, which frequently involves booting the OS,
running code to prepare data for a benchmark, running the
benchmark, post-processing data, and powering off cleanly.
To address this problem, we provide trigger functionality in
TraceRV, which allows trace logging to begin/end when certain user-defined external or internal conditions are satisfied.
When trigger conditions are not satisfied, the TraceRV endpoint allows the simulation to advance freely without the performance overhead of copying traces from the FPGA to the
host over PCIe, in addition to avoiding writing to disk. These
trigger conditions can be set entirely at runtime (without
re-building FPGA images) and include cycle-count-based triggers for time-based logging control, program-counter-based
triggers, and instruction-value-based triggers. Instructionvalue-based triggers are particularly useful, as some RISC-V
instructions do not have side effects when the write destination is the x0 register and can essentially be used as hints
to insert triggers at specific points in the target software
with single-instruction overhead. In this particular example
using the RISC-V ISA, the 12-bit immediate field in the addi
instruction can be used to signal 4096 different events to
TraceRV or to scripts that are processing the trace data. By
compiling simple one-line programs which consist of these
instructions, the user can even manually trigger trace recording interactively from within the console of the simulated
system. When instruction addresses are known, programcounter based triggers can be used to start and stop commit
trace logging without any target-level software overhead.
However, using this requires re-analyzing the object code
after re-compilation.
The other significant drawback with capturing complete
committed instruction traces is that, when initially profiling
a system, instruction-level tracing is usually excessively detailed. Function-level profiling and higher-level visualization
of hotspots is more useful.
3.1.2 On-the-fly Call-stack Reconstruction. To this end,
the TraceRV host-software driver is capable of ingesting
per-core committed instruction traces from the FPGA and
tracking the functions being called using DWARF debugging
information [20] generated by the compiler for the RISC-V
executable running on the system (e.g., the Linux kernel).
The driver automatically correlates the instruction address
with function names and applies DWARF callsite information
to construct cycle-exact stack traces of software running on
the system. Functions in the stack trace are annotated with
the cycle at which they are called and later return. Stack trace
construction is done entirely on-the-fly and only function

entry points, returns, and cycle-counts are logged to disk by
the TraceRV host driver, drastically reducing the amount of
data written and improving simulation performance.
3.1.3 Integration with Flame Graph. To visualize this
stack trace data in a way that enables rapid identification of
hotspots, we use the open-source Flame Graph tool [13, 14].
This produces a flame graph, a kind of histogram that shows
the fraction of total time spent in different parts of the stack
trace [25].
An example flame graph generated from FirePerf data is
shown in Figure 2. The x-axis represents the portion of total
runtime spent in a part of the stack trace, while the y-axis
represents the stack depth at that point in time. Entries in the
flame graph are labeled with and sorted by function name
(not time). Given this visualization, time-consuming routines
can easily be identified: they are leaves (top-most horizontal
bars) of the stacks in the flame graph and consume a significant proportion of overall runtime, represented by the
width of the horizontal bars. While it cannot be shown in
the format of this work, these flame graphs are interactive
and allow zooming into interesting regions of the data, with
each function entry labelled with a sample count. Traditionally, flame graphs are constructed using samples collected
from software profiling tools like perf. In our case, the instruction traces collected with FirePerf allow us to construct
cycle-exact flame graphs; in essence, there is a sample of the
stack trace every cycle.
Putting all of these pieces together, FirePerf can produce
cycle-exact flame graphs for each core in the simulated system that explain exactly where software executing on the
core is spending its time. Because of the cycle-exact nature
of the stack-traces available to us, once we identify a hotspot,
we can immediately drill down to construct additional visualizations, like histograms of the number of cycles spent in
individual calls to particular functions, which is not possible
with only sampled data. In our case-study, we will use flame
graphs as well as custom visualizations generated from data
collected with FirePerf instrumentation extensively to understand how software behaves and to identify and implement
various optimizations in our system.
3.2

Hardware Profiling with AutoCounter
Performance Counter Insertion

The second key contribution of FirePerf is AutoCounter,
which enables automatic hardware performance counter
insertion via cover points for productive hardware-level performance profiling. Like commit traces, these counters can
be accessed out-of-band, meaning that reads do not affect
the state or timing of the simulated system—counters can be
added easily and read as often as necessary.
Cover points are existing boolean signals found throughout the Rocket Chip SoC generator RTL that mark particular

hardware conditions intended to be of interest for a verification flow. Unlike assertions, which only trigger when something has gone wrong in the design, cover points are used
to mark signals that may be high under normal operation
like cache hits/misses, coherency protocol events, and decoupled interface handshakes. By default, Rocket Chip does not
mandate an implementation of cover points; the particular
flow being used on the RTL can decide what to “plug-in”
behind a cover point. Unlike printfs, which print by default
in most simulators, cover points can be inserted into designs
without affecting other users of the same RTL codebase. This
is especially important in open-source projects such as the
Rocket Chip ecosystem. The cover API can also be expanded
to allow the designer to provide more context for particular
covers.
Performance counters are a common profiling tool embedded in designs for post-silicon performance introspection [37]. However, since these counters are included as part
of the final silicon design’s area, power, and other budgets,
they are generally limited in number and frequently shared
amongst many events, complicating the process of extracting meaningful information from them [34]. Pre-silicon use
of performance counters in FPGA-simulation is not limited
in this way. These counters do not need to be present in
the final production silicon, and an unlimited number of
counters can be read every cycle without perturbing the results of the simulated system (with the only trade-off being
reduced simulation speed). To enable adding out-of-band
performance counters to a design in an agile manner, AutoCounter interprets signals fed to cover points as events of
interest to which performance counters are automatically attached. AutoCounter also supports an extended cover point
API that allows the user to supply multiple signals as well as
a function that injects logic to decide when to increment the
performance counter based on some combination of those
signals. This allows for a clean separation between the design
and instrumentation logic.
AutoCounter’s automatic insertion of the performance
counters is implemented by performing a transform over the
FIRRTL [26] intermediate representation of the target SoC
design. With a supplied configuration that indicates which
cover points the user wishes to convert into performance
counters, FirePerf finds the desired covered signals in the
intermediate representation of the design and generates 64bit counters that are incremented by the covered signals. The
counters are then automatically wired to simulation host
memory mapped registers or annotated with synthesizable
printf statements [31] that export the value of the counters,
the simulation execution cycle, and the counter label to the
simulation host.
By reducing the process of instrumenting signals to passing them to a function and automating the rest of the plumbing necessary to pipe them off of the FPGA cycle-exactly,
FirePerf reduces the potential for time-consuming mistakes

that can happen when manually wiring performance counters. Unlike cases where mistakes manifest as functional
incorrectness, improperly wired performance counters can
simply give confusingly erroneous results, hampering the
profiling process and worsening design iteration time. This
is compounded by the fact that marking new counters to
profile does require re-generating an FPGA bitstream.
AutoCounter provides users with additional control over
simulation performance and visibility. The rate at which
counter values are read and exported by the simulation host
can be configured during simulation runtime. As exporting
counter values requires communication between the FPGA
and the simulation host, this runtime configuration enables
users to trade off frequency of counter readings for simulation performance.
Also at runtime, collection of the performance counter
data can be enabled and disabled outright by the same trigger
functionality found in TraceRV. This enables designs to overcome the latency of re-building FPGA bitstreams to switch
between different counters—many counters can be wired
up at synthesis time, restricted only by FPGA routing resources, and can be enabled/disabled at runtime. Altogether,
triggers eliminate extraneous data and enable higher simulation speeds during less relevant parts of the simulation,
while enabling detailed collection during regions of interest
in the simulation.
Unlike conventional debugging techniques used in FPGA
prototypes, such as Integrated Logic Analyzers (ILAs), the
FirePerf AutoCounter flow enables a more holistic view of execution, as opposed to the limited capture window provided
by ILAs. At the same time, the FirePerf-injected counters
still enable flexibility, determinism, and reproducibility (unlike post-silicon counters), while maintaining the fidelity of
cycle-exact simulation (unlike software architectural simulators).

4

Using FirePerf to Optimize Linux
Network Performance

In this case study, we demonstrate the capabilities of FirePerf
by using the FirePerf tools to systematically identify optimization opportunities in the Linux networking stack with
a two-node cluster of Ethernet-connected RISC-V SoCs. We
walk through, step-by-step, how an architect would harness
the FirePerf flow to make decisions about when and what to
optimize to produce a specialized hardware/software system
for high-bandwidth networking. By using FirePerf, we attain an 8× improvement in maximum achievable bandwidth
on a standard network saturation benchmark in comparison to the off-the-shelf open-source version of the SoC and
software stack.

4.1

Baseline Hardware/Simulator Configuration

Cluster Configuration. We run network bandwidth saturation benchmarks on one and two-node clusters simulated
in FireSim. For two-node clusters, the Ethernet network outside of the nodes is modeled with FireSim’s built-in network
model. The two nodes connect to the same two-port Ethernet
switch model using simulated links with 200 Gbit/s bandwidth and 2 µs latency. For reference, our two-node cluster
simulations with FirePerf flame graph instrumentation (for
two cores on each SoC) and 15 AutoCounter-inserted performance counters run at ≈ 8 − 10 MHz, in contrast to the
equivalent FireSim simulation without FirePerf which runs
at ≈ 40 MHz.
SoC Nodes. Our baseline SoC nodes are instantiations
of the open-source FireChip SoC, described earlier in Section 2.1. We instantiate two configurations of FireChip, one
with a single in-order Rocket core and one with two in-order
Rocket cores. Both configurations have private 16 KiB L1 I/D
caches, a 1 MiB shared L2 cache, 16 GiB of DDR3 DRAM [10],
and a 200 Gbit/s Ethernet NIC. Each design boots Linux and
is capable of running complete Linux-based applications.

4.2

The iperf3 benchmark

Our driving benchmark is iperf3 [22], a standard Linuxbased benchmark for measuring the maximum achievable
network bandwidth on IP networks. The iperf3 benchmark
is usually run with one iperf3 process running as a server
on one node and another iperf3 process running as a client
on a separate node, with the machines connected by some
form of IP networking. In the default configuration, which
we use throughout this paper, the iperf3 client is aiming to
drive as much network traffic over TCP to the iperf3 server
as possible through one connection.
In our experiments, we configure iperf3 in two modes.
In the networked mode, the iperf3 server and client processes are running on separate simulated nodes (using the
previously described two-node FireSim simulation). This
measures performance across the Linux networking stack,
the Linux NIC driver, the NIC hardware, and the simulated
network (links and switches). On the other hand, in the loopback mode, both the iperf3 server and client processes are
running on the same simulated node. This allows us to isolate software-only overheads in Linux that do not involve
the NIC hardware implementation, the network simulation
(links/switches), or the NIC’s Linux driver. In essence, the
loopback mode allows us to determine an approximate upper
bound network performance achievable on the SoC (since
only software overhead is involved in loopback), independent of the particular NIC hardware used.
For all experiments, a flame graph and stack trace are generated for each core in each simulated system. For example,
a networked iperf3 run on dual-core nodes will produce

Linux 4.15-rc6

Networked
Loopback

Linux 5.3-rc4

Single
(Gbit/s)

Dual
Single
(Gbit/s) (Gbit/s)

Dual
(Gbit/s)

1.58
1.54

1.74
2.95

2.12
3.01

1.67
4.80

Table 1. iperf3 maximum achieved bandwidth for the baseline open-source hardware/software configuration on two
versions of Linux.

2 cores × 2 nodes = four flame graphs. AutoCounter performance counter traces are also produced in a similar manner,
but are produced per simulated node. For both kinds of traces,
only the relevant workload is profiled in the trace—the software workload is preceded by a call to a start-trigger binary and followed by a call to a end-trigger binary, which
issue the special instructions described earlier that allow
starting/stopping tracing from within the simulation.
4.3

Linux 4.15 vs. Linux 5.3

The default Linux kernel version supplied with open-source
FireSim is 4.15, the first upstream release to officially support
RISC-V. At time of writing, this is also the default kernel version that ships with the SiFive HiFive Unleashed board [46],
which we will later use to demonstrate one of the improvements we discover with FirePerf on real silicon. As a precursor to the experimentation in this case study, we first upgrade
to 5.3-rc4, the latest mainline branch at time of writing. Unlike 4.15, 5.3 also contains the necessary architecture-specific
support for running the commonly-used perf software profiling tool on RISC-V systems. As we will see in the following
baseline comparison, 5.3 also provides a slight (albeit not
sufficient) improvement in maximum achievable bandwidth
in iperf3.
4.4

Baseline Performance Results

Prior work [29] has demonstrated that the hardware system we are aiming to optimize is capable of driving in excess of 150 Gbit/sec when running a bare-metal bandwidthsaturation benchmark. However, this same work identifies
that the system is only capable of driving 1.4 Gbit/sec over
TCP on Linux. We begin our case study by validating this
baseline result when running iperf3 in simulation and analyzing the information we collect with FirePerf.
4.4.1 iperf3 results on baseline hardware/software
configurations. Table 1 outlines the sustained bandwidth
achieved when running iperf3 in networked and loopback
modes on the two off-the-shelf hardware configurations, single and dual core systems, without any of the optimizations
we will identify with FirePerf in this case study. Firstly, the
results demonstrate that bumping the kernel version was
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Figure 2. Flame graph1 for Baseline, Single Core, Loopback on Linux 5.3. This flame graph shows that as a percentage of
overall time spent in the workload, the __asm_copy_{to,from}_user function in Linux dominates runtime. Furthermore,
the userspace iperf3 code consumes a negligible amount of time (it is one of the small, unlabeled bars on the bottom left).
This flame graph suggests that even prior to interacting with the NIC driver and NIC hardware, there is a significant software
bottleneck hampering network performance.
worthwhile—we see performance improvements or similar
performance across-the-board. Consequently, going forward
we will only analyze the system running Linux 5.3.
Examining the baseline results for Linux 5.3, the best-case
performance in the networked case is observed on the dualcore configuration, giving 2.12 Gbit/s, approximately two
orders-of-magnitude lower than the hardware is capable
of driving when running the bare-metal test. The loopback
test, which isolates software overhead and does not involve
the NIC hardware or NIC driver, does not fare much better,
achieving 4.80 Gbit/sec in the single-core case. The fact that
single-core performs better than dual-core is startling. We
will find that in this case, the system happened to avoid a
particular performance pathology that we will explore in
Section 4.5. Once this pathology is repaired, we will find
that dual-core loopback performs better than single-core
loopback, as expected. Overall, this loopback result means
that in its current state, regardless of NIC hardware/driver
implementations, this system is only capable of achieving
around 4.80 Gbit/s of network bandwidth. Flame graphs for
two of these runs are shown in Figures 2 and 3—we will
explore these in-depth in later sections.
4.4.2 Is the NIC implementation a bottleneck? Given
that the bare-metal bandwidth test can drive 150 Gbit/s onto
the network, we suspect that the NIC hardware is not the primary bottleneck. To validate this and provide a framework
1 Reading

flame graphs: The x-axis represents the portion of total runtime
spent in a part of the stack trace, while the y-axis represents the stack
depth at that point in time. Entries in the flame graph are labeled with and
sorted by function name (not time). In these flame graphs, colors are not
particularly meaningful—they simply help visually distinguish bars.

for understanding the performance of the NIC hardware for
later use, we instrument several potential bottlenecks in the
NIC design. Figure 4 identifies key parts of the NIC microarchitecture. To understand NIC behavior, we add counters
with AutoCounter to track several of these potential bottlenecks:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Send request/send completion queue entry counts
Receive request/receive completion queue entry counts
Reader memory transactions in-flight
Writer memory transactions in-flight
Availability of receive frames and send buffer fullness
Hardware packet drops

The request and completion queues in the controller are
the principal way the device driver interacts with the NIC. To
initiate the sending or receipt of a packet, the driver writes a
request to the send or recv request queues. When a packet
has been sent or received, a completion entry is placed on the
completion queue and an interrupt is sent to the CPU. The
reader module reads packet data from memory in response
to send requests. It stores the data into the send buffer, from
which the data is then forwarded to the Ethernet network.
Packets coming from the Ethernet network are first stored
in the receive buffer. The writer module pulls data from the
receive buffer in response to receive requests and writes
the data to memory. If the receive buffer is full when a new
packet arrives, the new packet will be dropped.
Figure 5 shows that, at this point, the NIC hardware is not
a bottleneck when running iperf3. The histogram shows
the number of cycles spent at different levels of send queue
occupancy. We clearly see that the NIC is hampered by software not supplying packets quickly enough, as the queue is
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Figure 3. Flame graph for Baseline, Single Core, Networked on Linux 5.3 (server-side). This flame graph shows that while not
as severe as the loopback case, in the networked case __asm_copy_{to,from}_user still dominates runtime as a percentage
of overall time spent during the workload. Due to space constraints, we elide the client-side flame graph. It has greater CPU
idle time, but __asm_copy_{to,from}_user similarly plays a significant role on the client.
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Figure 4. FireChip NIC microarchitecture.

empty most of the time. Similarly low utilizations are visible
in the other injected performance counters in the NIC.
With this understanding, the following sections will first
aim to optimize parts of the software stack before we return
to analyzing the hardware. As we optimize the software
stack, we will return to Figure 5 to demonstrate that our
software improvements are improving hardware utilization
of the NIC.
4.5

Optimizing __asm_copy_{to,from}_user in the
Linux Kernel

As shown in Table 1, even our best-case result (loopback
mode) falls orders-of-magnitude short of what the NIC hardware is capable of driving, indicating that Linux-level software overhead is a significant limiting factor. Before experimenting with the NIC hardware, in this section we identify
and improve a performance pathology in a critical assembly
sequence in the Linux/RISC-V kernel port that significantly
improves loopback performance and to a lesser extent performance in the networked case.
The flame graphs in Figures 2 and 3 show that one particular function, __asm_copy_to_user2 , dominates the time
spent by the processor in the loopback case and is nearly half
the time spent by the processor in the networked case. This is
the assembly sequence3 in the Linux kernel that implements
user-space to kernel-space memory copies and vice-versa.
Figure 5. NIC send request queue occupancy analysis collected via AutoCounter performance counter instrumentation.

2 Collectively denoted throughout this work as __asm_copy_{to,from}
_user, since __asm_copy_to_user and __asm_copy_from_user are equivalent symbols that refer to the same assembly sequence.
3 https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/tree/
arch/riscv/lib/uaccess.S?h=v5.3-rc4

Loopback
Baseline
Baseline straced
Software-optimized
__asm_copy_{to,from}_user
Hwacha-accelerated
__asm_copy_{to,from}_user

Single
(Gbit/s)
4.80
5.43
6.36
16.1

Table 2. iperf3 maximum achieved bandwidth on loopback, single-core for various __asm_copy_{to,from}_user
optimizations.

# Extract upper part of word i
srl %[temp0], %[data], %[offset]
# Load word i+1 from source
ld %[data], ((i+1)*8)(%[src])
# Extract lower part of word i+1
sll %[temp1], %[data], 64-%[offset]
# Merge
or %[temp0], %[temp0], %[temp1]
# Store to destination
sd %[temp0], (i*8)([%dest])

Figure 6. Realignment code for optimized __asm_copy_{to,
from}_user implementation.

Naturally, if this system is to be optimized, significant improvements need to be made within this function.

• The blocking L1D cache is 51.1% utilized during copies
• The L1D cache has a 0.905% miss rate during copies

4.5.1 Software-only optimization of __asm_copy_{to,
from}_user. It turns out there is a key performance flaw
in the code: When the source and destination buffers do
not share the same alignment, the original implementation
resorts to a simple byte-by-byte copy, thus severely underutilizing memory bandwidth. We improve __asm_copy_{to,
from}_user by enabling word-oriented copies for the 8-bytealigned subset of the destination. Data re-alignment for 64-bit
stores is handled by right-shifting the 64-bit load data and
bitwise-ORing with the left-shifted previous word.
Because this pathology is only triggered when the assembly sequence happens to receive unaligned buffers, we see
wide variation in loopback performance depending on environmental and timing conditions. In Section 4.6, we will
find that traditional profiling tools that run within the simulated system can significantly perturb the outcome of iperf3
benchmarks, precisely because they impact the proportion
of unaligned vs. aligned buffers passed to the __asm_copy
_{to,from}_user function. The software-optimized row in
Table 2 shows the overall speedup achieved by the software
fix. Because this is a generic software fix to the Linux kernel,
it also improves networking performance on shipping commercial RISC-V silicon, as we will demonstrate in Section 5.
An additional question is whether our new __asm_copy
_{to,from}_user implementation is close to an optimal implementation, i.e., have we exhausted the capabilities of the
hardware with our new software routine? To understand
this, we add AutoCounter instrumentation with fine-grained
triggers inside the Rocket core to collect the following information about the new __asm_copy_{to,from}_user implementation:

These numbers may not seem outwardly impressive, but
for unaligned copies, it should be noted that L1D bandwidth
is not the fundamental limiting factor with a single-issue
in-order pipeline like Rocket. In the key unaligned blockoriented copy loop, each 64-bit data word requires five instructions to perform realignment, shown in lightly stylized
assembly in Figure 6.
Assuming an ideal IPC of 1, the maximum throughput
is therefore 8/5 = 1.6 bytes per cycle. The actual sustained
performance is 86.9% of this peak, with losses due to the
usual overhead of loop updates, edge case handling, I-cache
and D-cache misses, and branch mispredicts. Even factoring
in an additional 13.1% speed-up to hit peak, the pure software implementation falls significantly short of the Hwachaaccelerated version we introduce in the following section.

• 1.39 bytes are copied per cycle (compared to baseline
of 0.847)
• IPC during copies is 0.636
• 56.1% of dynamic instructions are loads/stores during
copies

4.5.2 Hardware acceleration of __asm_copy_{to,from}
_user. Even with this software fix, the overall potential network performance is still capped at 6.36 Gbit/s. Since the
software fix is a relatively compact assembly sequence that
we could analyze with instrumentation in the previous section, we know that we are approaching the best-case implementation for the in-order Rocket cores on which our system
is based. To achieve further improvement, we augment the
system with the open-source Hwacha vector accelerator [33],
a co-processor that attaches to Rocket over the RoCC interface. Because we are able to capture system-level profiling
information pre-silicon, we can easily demonstrate that we
have maximized the capabilities of the baseline design and
thus can trivially justify the inclusion of this accelerator in
our specialized system for network processing, assuming we
see further speedups from its inclusion.
We write a vectorized implementation of __asm_copy
_{to,from}_user that dispatches the copying to Hwacha,
which can achieve a much higher memory bandwidth utilization than the in-order Rocket cores. Table 3 shows the significant speedups achieved with the integration of Hwacha into

Baseline

Networked
Loopback

Hwacha-accel.

Single
(Gbit/s)

Dual
Single
(Gbit/s) (Gbit/s)

Dual
(Gbit/s)

1.67
4.80

2.12
3.01

3.21
24.9

2.82
16.1

Table 3. iperf3 maximum achieved bandwidth for the
Hwacha-accelerated system, as compared to baseline. The
Single and Dual columns refer to the number of cores

the design, across the two hardware configurations and two
iperf3 modes. While prior work has pointed out the need
for systems-level accelerators for memcpy() [28], FirePerf
allows us to systematically identify and justify when such
improvements are necessary, pre-silicon. As we move forward to continue optimizing network performance on our
system, we assume from this point forward that we are running on a system with hardware-accelerated __asm_copy
_{to,from}_user calls with Hwacha.
4.6

Comparing with in-band tracing: Tracing with
strace

As a brief aside, let us explore the challenges involved in solving the __asm_copy_{to,from}_user performance pathology discussed in the previous section using an existing profiling/tracing tool. As a post-silicon alternative to FirePerf,
one common tool used to understand application behavior is
strace, a Linux utility that allows developers to inspect system calls made by a user program, such as reads and writes
to a network socket.
When running iperf3 within strace on our system without the optimizations introduced in the previous section,
we noticed a startling result: iperf3 performance improved
under strace, contrasting with the common wisdom that
profiling tools introduce overheads that worsen the performance of the system being measured. The “Baseline Loopback straced” row in Table 2 demonstrates this result. As it
turns out, while running with strace, the buffers passed to
the __asm_copy_{to,from}_user sequence in the course of
running iperf3 happen to be aligned more often, avoiding
the performance pathology we discovered in the previous
section! We confirmed this result both by logging addresses
within the kernel and observing flame graphs with and without strace measuring the iperf3 run. The flame graphs
confirm that __asm_copy_{to,from}_user is able to move
more bytes per cycle in the straced case, suggesting that the
byte-oriented copy is being avoided. Unlike strace, because
FirePerf is an out-of-band tool, there is no such danger of
perturbing the outcome of the system being measured.

4.7

Checksum Offload

Now that __asm_copy_{to,from}_user has been optimized,
there are no further obvious software routines to optimize
in the loopback-only iperf3 runs. Going forward, we will
focus only on the networked runs of iperf3 that involve the
actual NIC hardware. Looking at the updated flame graph for
the Hwacha-accelerated networked iperf3 case in Figure 7,
we find that one new software routine appears to consume
significant cycles—do_csum, which implements checksumming for network protocols in Linux. After implementing
hardware checksum offload in the NIC, we see improved performance in the networked case, as shown in the “+Checksum Offload” row of Table 4.

4.8

Interrupt Mitigation

Once do_csum is optimized away, there is no clear hotspot
function visible in the flame graphs. Instead, we again analyze the performance counters for the NIC’s send-request
queue to gauge the impact of our current optimizations on
NIC utilization. The “Optimized, No Interrupt Mitigation”
bars in Figure 5 reflect the queue utilization with Hwachaaccelerated copies and checksum offload. We can see that
it has improved somewhat from the baseline, implying that
software is doing a better job feeding the NIC, but still remains relatively low.
We examine the low-level function in the Linux device
driver (icenet_start_xmit) responsible for passing an outgoing packet to the NIC. By directly extracting information from the trace itself about the timing and control flow
through icenet_start_xmit, we find that the method by
which the NIC and driver acknowledge request completions
introduces significant overhead. There are almost exactly
twice as many jumps entering the body of icenet_start
_xmit as packets sent and a bimodal distribution of call
lengths centered around 2000 cycles and 8 cycles. Looking at
the detailed trace, the icenet_start_xmit function, which
should be called repeatedly in a tight loop for bulk packet
transmission, is almost always interrupted by the NIC to
trigger buffer reclamation for completed sends. These frequent interrupt requests (IRQs) prevent packets from being
batched effectively.
With this insight, we modify the Linux NIC driver to support the Linux networking subsystem’s NAPI facility, which
adaptively disables device IRQs and switches to polling during high activity. This significantly reduces IRQ load at the
cost of some latency, allowing us to reach the results shown
in row “+Interrupt Mitigation” in Table 4. The “Optimized,
With Interrupt Mitigation” bars in Figure 5 represent NIC
queue occupancy once interrupt mitigation is enabled. We
see a significant increase in queue occupancy which manifests as improved network performance.
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Figure 7. Flame graph for Hwacha-accelerated, Single Core, Networked on Linux 5.3 (server-side). This flame graph shows
that a previously-insignificant software routine consumes a significant number of cycles in the networked case once kerneluserspace copies are accelerated: do_csum. Due to space constraints, we again elide the client-side flame graph—it has greater
CPU idle time, but do_csum similarly plays a significant role on the client.
Conversely, it would be difficult to observe this phenomenon with the standard perf tool, whose sampling mechanism (being based on supervisor timer interrupts) lacks
any visibility into critical regions. In particular, “top-half”
IRQ handlers, which run with interrupts globally disabled,
would be completely absent from the perf capture. Mitigating this deficiency requires repurposing platform-specific
non-maskable interrupts (NMIs). However, these are not
supported generically in the perf framework and are not
enabled by all architectures.4 Since FirePerf is able to precisely record all executed instructions out-of-band, the true
IRQ overhead becomes obvious.
A curious result is the overall lack of improvement on the
single-core system. We instrument the FireSim switch model
to dump all Ethernet traffic to a pcap file. Analysis of the TCP
flow and kernel SNMP counters indicate a higher transfer
rate from the iperf3 client, but the server becomes computebound and cannot keep pace. With very rare exceptions,
all TCP segments arrive in order, yet discontinuities in the
Selective Acknowledgement (SACK) sequences suggest that
packets are being internally dropped by the server during
upper protocol processing. This leads to frequent TCP fast
retransmissions (1% of packets) that degrade the effective
bandwidth.
4.9

Jumbo Frames

From the flame graph and performance counters at this point
(not shown), we no longer see obvious places for improvement in the software or hardware. With the understanding
that the bottleneck is the receive path in software, one further avenue for improvement is to amortize the overhead
4 On

RISC-V, this would likely involve extending the Supervisor Binary
Interface (SBI) to expose some functionality of high-privilege M-mode timer
interrupts, a potentially invasive change.

of individual packet processing with a larger payload. By
default, our system uses the standard Ethernet Maximum
Transmission Unit (MTU) size of 1500, which sets a limit
on the length of an Ethernet frame. However, the loopback
driver, which produces the upper-bound result in excess of
20 Gbit/s from Table 3, defaults to an MTU of 65536. The
Ethernet equivalent is using jumbo frames with a commonly
chosen MTU of 9000. This is a standard optimization for
high-performance networking in datacenter contexts—for
example, Amazon’s networking-focused EC2 instances default to an MTU of 9001 [3]. Given this insight, we implement
jumbo frame support in our NIC RTL and driver. The final
speedup is shown in row “+Jumbo Frames” of Table 4. In
combination with earlier improvements, the system is now
capable of 17.5 Gbit/s on iperf3.
4.10

Final performance results

Table 4 summarizes the optimizations discovered with FirePerf
throughout the case study and their respective contribution to the overall speedup. As is generally the case with
system-integration-level improvements, there is no silverbullet—the overall speedup consists of several small speedups
compounded together.
To demonstrate that our final results are realistic, we compare against a real datacenter cluster by running iperf3
with identical arguments as our prior simulations on two
c5n.18xlarge instances on Amazon EC2. These instances
are optimized for networking, with AWS Nitro hardware
acceleration [8], and support 100 Gbit/s networking. We also
place the instances in a placement group to ensure that they
are physically co-located. By default, these instances have
jumbo frames (9001 MTU) enabled, and give a result of 9.42
Gbit/s on iperf3. Reducing the MTU to the standard Ethernet MTU (1500), we see a result of 8.61 Gbit/s. Returning

Baseline
+Hwacha-accel.
__asm_copy_{to,from}_user
+Checksum Offload
+Interrupt Mitigation
+Jumbo Frames

Single
Core
(Gbit/s)

Dual
Core
(Gbit/s)

1.67

2.12

2.82
4.86
3.67
12.8

3.21
4.24
6.73
17.5
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Table 4. Final iperf3 maximum achieved bandwidth results
for each optimization. Features are cumulative (i.e. “+Interrupt Mitigation” also includes “+Checksum Offload”).

Baseline
HiFive Role, __asm_copy
MTU
_{to,from}
_user

Optimized
__asm_copy
_{to,from}
_user

Server, 1500
Server, 3000
Client, 1500
Client, 3000

935 Mbit/s
771 Mbit/s
739 Mbit/s
829 Mbit/s

572 Mbit/s
553 Mbit/s
719 Mbit/s
483 Mbit/s

Speed-up

1.63
1.39
1.03
1.72

Table 5. iperf3 performance gain on commercial RISC-V
silicon by deploying __asm_copy_{to,from}_user fix discovered with FirePerf.

to our simulated cluster, when we configure our simulated
nodes to have a similar end-to-end network latency as the
two nodes on EC2, we obtain results of 17.6 Gbit/s and 6.6
Gbit/s for jumbo frames and standard MTU, respectively.
Naturally, the EC2 instances have to contend with a less
controlled environment than our simulated nodes. However,
these results show that our achieved bandwidth is reasonable
for a single network flow between two datacenter nodes.
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well as trying a large MTU. We see improvements in all cases,
and in the “Server, 1500 MTU” case, the HiFive is now able
to saturate its link.

Applying Findings to Commercial Chips

The software-only optimization in the Linux kernel __asm_copy
_{to,from}_user function that we developed in the case
study applies to RISC-V systems in general, not only the
FireChip SoC. To demonstrate the impact of this improvement on real silicon, we apply our patch to the __asm_copy
_{to,from}_user function to the Linux kernel for the SiFive
HiFive Unleashed board, a commercially available RISC-V
platform that includes a Cadence Gigabit Ethernet MAC. We
then connect the HiFive Unleashed board directly to an x86
host with an Intel Gigabit NIC and run iperf3 in the same
networked mode as our case study. Table 5 shows the result
of this benchmark, before and after software __asm_copy
_{to,from}_user optimization. We alternate between the
HiFive and x86 host being client/server and vice-versa, as

Related Work

Prior work has demonstrated the use of various profiling
techniques to analyze system-level performance bottlenecks,
including using pre-silicon abstract software simulation, as
well as post-silicon software-level profiling and hardware
tracing.
Abstract system-level simulators have long been used in
the architecture and design automation communities for performance estimation and analysis [11, 19, 27, 38, 39, 42, 44,
49, 52]. In particular, [12] used system simulation to evaluate
the interaction between the OS and a 10 Gbit/s Ethernet NIC.
In contrast, our case study does not rely on timing models of particular NIC components but rather optimizes a full
SoC/NIC RTL implementation that can be taped-out. FirePerf
targets a different phase of the design flow. FirePerf focuses
on optimizing the design at the stage where it is being implemented as realizable RTL, after the high-level modeling work
has been done. Implementing a design exposes new bottlenecks, since no high-level simulator can capture all details
with full fidelity. Other prior work focuses on debugging in
the context of co-simulation frameworks [5, 43], rather than
application performance analysis.
Sampling-based methods have also been widely used for
profiling [21, 35, 41, 50]. These are proficient at identifying
large bottlenecks but may not capture more intricate timing
interactions, such as latency introduced by interrupts during
the NIC transmit queuing routine as identified using FirePerf.
At the post-silicon software profiling level, in addition to
coarser-grained tools like strace and perf, other work [32]
has enabled cycle-accurate profiling of the FreeBSD networking stack. This work measures function execution time on
real hardware by using the processor timestamp register,
which is incremented each clock cycle. In order to reduce the
overhead of reading the timestamp register, they profile only
functions that are specified by the user. In contrast, FirePerf’s
out-of-band instrumentation allows for cycle-accurate profiling of the entire software stack with no overhead, and
therefore does not require prior knowledge about details of
the software networking stack. Other work aims to perform
out-of-band profiling post-silicon. [51] uses hardware tracing of network frames and network emulation techniques
to optimize a system for 10 Gbit/s Ethernet, but does not
directly profile software on network endpoints. Additional
case-studies demonstrate the intricate methods required for
system-level post-silicon profiling and performance debugging [36].
Some methods to reduce the overhead of software profiling
and debugging come in the form of architectural support for
software debugging such as IWatcher [53]. The triggers used

in FirePerf use similar concepts to those in IWatcher for targeted observability. Other techniques exploit side channels
for out-of-band profiling [45] at the cost of coarser granularity and non-negligible imprecision.
Prior FPGA-accelerated simulators [16, 17, 40, 47, 48] do
not cycle-exactly simulate tapeout-ready RTL like FireSim,
but rather use handwritten FPGA-specific models of designs.
Additionally, most of these works do not mention profiling
or only suggest it as an area for future exploration, with the
exceptions of Atlas [48], which includes profiling tools particularly for transactional memory, rather than automated general purpose profiling. By adding TraceRV and AutoCounter
within the FireSim environment, FirePerf addresses a common complaint against FPGA prototypes and simulators,
providing not just high fidelity and simulation performance
(10s of MHz with profiling features), but also high-levels of
introspection.
The results of our case study have also emphasized the
importance of offloading networking stack functions to hardware and support further research into balancing software
and hardware flexibility in SmartNICs [24], as well as specialization for network-centric scale-out processors [23].
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Discussion and Future Work

Open-sourcing. The FirePerf tools are open-sourced as part
of FireSim, which is available on GitHub: https://github.
com/firesim/firesim. Documentation that covers how to use
FireSim and FirePerf is available at https://docs.fires.im. The
artifact appendix at the end of this paper also provides instructions for reproducing the experiments in this paper.
Extensibility. Several opportunities exist to extend the
FirePerf tools to gain even more introspection capability into
FPGA-simulated designs. For example, we describe FirePerf
in this paper in the context of optimizing a networked RISCV SoC. However, because the ISA-specific components of
FirePerf stack unwinding are provided by common libraries
(e.g. libdwarf and libelf), other ISA support is possible.
Furthermore, in this work we were primarily interested
in analyzing OS-level overheads. As shown in the flame
graphs in the case study, time spent in userspace is a small
fraction of our total CPU cycles. Accordingly, the current
stack trace construction code does not distinguish between
different userspace programs, instead consolidating them
into one entry. Handling userspace more effectively will
require extensible plugin support per-OS.
Lastly, while the designs we simulate in the case study supply top-level trace ports, FIRRTL passes available in FireSim
can also automatically plumb out signals (like committed instruction PC) from deep within arbitrary designs, removing
the need to rely on a standard TracedInstruction port in
the SoC design.
Achieving Introspection Parity between FPGA and
Software Simulation. Traditionally, FPGA-simulators and

open-hardware have not been widely adopted in architecture research due to the infrastructural complexity involved
in deploying them. With cloud FPGAs and FireSim, many
of these difficulties are abstracted away from the end-user.
However, prior to FirePerf, there remained a gap between
the level of introspection into design behavior available in
FPGA-simulation of open hardware vs. abstract software
simulators. We believe that open-source tools like FirePerf
can make profiling of RTL designs in FPGA simulation as
productive as software simulation. Furthermore, cover points
can provide a consistent interface for open-source hardware
developers to expose common performance metrics to FPGA
simulation environments for use by architecture researchers,
bridging the gap between open-hardware and architecture
research.
Full-system workloads vs. Microbenchmarks. A key
case for FPGA-accelerated simulation is that FPGA simulators have sufficiently high simulation rates to enable running
real workloads. As our case study has shown, the full range
of emergent behavior of a pre-emptive multitasking operating system is difficult to re-create in a microbenchmark that
can be run on software simulators. Instead, when feasible,
running FPGA-accelerated simulation with introspection capabilities is a productive way to rapidly understand system
behavior.
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Conclusion

In this work we proposed and implemented FirePerf, a set of
profiling tools designed to integrate with FPGA-accelerated
simulation platforms, to provide high-performance end-toend system-level profiling capabilities without perturbing
the system being analyzed. We demonstrated FirePerf with a
case study that used FirePerf to systematically identify and
implement optimizations to achieve an 8× speedup in Ethernet network performance on an off-the-shelf open-source
RISC-V SoC design.
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A
A.1

Artifact Appendix
Abstract

This artifact appendix describes how to reproduce results
demonstrated earlier in this paper by running FirePerf/FireSim
simulations on Amazon EC2 F1 instances.
A.2

Artifact check-list (meta-information)

• Run-time environment: AWS FPGA Developer AMI 1.6.0
• Hardware: AWS EC2 Instances (c5.4xlarge/f1.4xlarge)
• Metrics: Bandwidth Results (Gbits/s)
• Output: Bandwidth Results, TraceRV Flame Graphs, AutoCounter
Queue Occupancy Graphs
• Experiments: iperf3 benchmarks
• How much disk space required?: 75GB (on EC2 instance)
• How much time is needed to prepare workflow?: 1.5 hours
(scripted installation)
• How much time is needed to complete experiments?: 1
hour
• Publicly available?: Yes
• Code licenses: Several, see download
• Archived: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3561040

A.3

Description

A.3.1 How delivered. A version of FirePerf that reproduces the results in this paper is available openly on Zenodo;
its use is described in this artifact appendix. FirePerf is also
open-sourced within the FireSim project. Those intending
to use the FirePerf tools for their own designs should use
FireSim directly: https://github.com/firesim/firesim.
A.3.2 Hardware dependencies. One c5.4xlarge instance
(also referred to as the “manager” instance) and at least one
f1.4xlarge instance on Amazon EC2 are required.
A.3.3 Software dependencies. Installing mosh (https://
mosh.org/) on your local machine is highly recommended
for reliable access to EC2 instances.
A.4

Installation.

First, follow the instructions on the FireSim website (https:
//docs.fires.im/en/1.6.0/Initial-Setup/index.html) to create a
manager instance on AWS. You must complete up to and
including Section 2.3.1.2, “Key Setup, Part 2”, with the following changes in Section 2.3.1:
1. When instructed to launch a c4.4xlarge instance, choose
a c5.4xlarge instead.
2. When instructed to copy a long script into the text box in
“Advanced Details,” instead copy only the following script:
#!/bin/bash
sudo yum install -y mosh
echo "PS1='\u@\H:\w\\$ '" >> /home/centos/.bashrc

3. When entering the root EBS volume size, use 1000GB
rather than 300GB.

At this point, you should have a manager instance setup,
with an IP address and key. Use either ssh or mosh to login to
the instance. From this point forward, all commands should
be run on the manager instance. Begin by pulling the FirePerf
codebase from Zenodo onto the instance, like so:
# Enter the wget as a single line:
$ wget -O fireperf.zip
https://zenodo.org/record/3561041/files/fireperf.zip
$ unzip fireperf.zip

Next, from the home directory, run the following to install
some basic dependencies:
$ ./fireperf/scripts/machine-launch-script.sh

This step should take around 3 minutes. At the end, the
script will print:
Setup complete. You should log out and log back in now.

At this point, you need to log out and log back into the
manager instance. Once logged into the manager again, run:
$ cd fireperf
$ ./scripts/first-clone-setup-fast.sh

This step should take around 1 hour. Upon successful
completion, it will print:
first-clone-setup-fast.sh complete.

To finish-up the installation process, run the following:
$ source sourceme-f1-manager.sh
$ cd deploy
$ firesim managerinit

A.5

Experiment workflow

For rapid exploration, we provide a short workload that runs
a FirePerf/FireSim simulation for the baseline, single-core,
networked result in our paper (the 1.67 Gbit/s number in
Table 1), incorporating both TraceRV/Flame Graph construction and AutoCounter logging. The included infrastructure
will automatically dispatch simulations to an f1.4xlarge
instance, which has two Xilinx FPGAs. The target design
consists of two nodes simulated by FireSim (one on each
FPGA), each with a NIC, that communicate through a simulated two-port Ethernet switch. To run the experiment, first
we build target-software for the simulation, which should
take approximately 2 minutes:
$ cd workloads
$ make iperf3-trigger-slowcopy-cover

Next, we must make a change to the run-ae-short.sh
script to support running on your own EC2 instances. Open
run-ae-short.sh (located in the workloads directory you
are currently in) in a text editor. You will need to uncomment
line 40 and comment out line 41, so that they look like so:

runserialwithlaunch $1
#runserialnolaunch $1

Now, we can run the simulation:
$ ./run-ae-short.sh

This process will take around 1 hour. Upon completion, it
will print:
AE run complete.

A.6

Evaluation and expected result

Results from the run of run-ae-short.sh will be located in
a subdirectory in ~/fireperf/deploy/results-workload/
on your manager instance. The subdirectory name will look
like the following, but adjusted for the date/time at which
you run the workload:
2020-01-18--06-00-00-iperf3-trigger-slowcopy-cover-singlecore

We will refer to this subdirectory as your “AE Subdirectory”
in the rest of this document. Once in this subdirectory, there
are three results we are interested in looking at, described
in the following subsections.
A.6.1 Overall performance result. Within your “AE Subdirectory”, open iperf3-client/uartlog in a text editor
and search for “Gbits”. You will be taken to a section of the
console output from the simulated system that is produced
by iperf3 running on the system. The number we are interested in will be listed in the “Bitrate” column, with “sender”
written in the same row. This is the workload used to produce the Linux 5.3-rc4, Single-core, Networked number in
Table 1 of the paper (with a result of 1.67 Gbits/s).
A.6.2 Generated Flame Graph. The generated flame graph
from this run (constructed with FirePerf/TraceRV trace collection) is available in iperf3-server/TRACEFILE0.svg in
your “AE Subdirectory”. This flame graph should be very
similar to that shown in Figure 3 , since it is generated from
your run of the same workload.
A.6.3 AutoCounter output. As this workload was running, AutoCounter results were also being collected from
the simulations. The scripts post-process these into a graph
that will be similar to Figure 5 in the paper, but will contain
a single bar. Your generated version of this graph will be
located in iperf3-client/nic_queue_send_req.pdf, relative to your “AE Subdirectory”. You should expect a single
bar at queue-occupancy 1, with around 900000 cycles., close
to the Baseline bar in Figure 5.
A.7

Experiment customization

FirePerf is heavily customizable as a result of being integrated into the FireSim environment, which itself provides a
vast number of configuration options. FirePerf’s TraceRV/stack unwinding feature works with any RISC-V processor

simulated in FireSim that can pipe out its PC trace to the
top level. FirePerf’s AutoCounter feature is more general—it
can be added to any Chisel design simulated in FireSim. The
FireSim documentation describes the extensive customization options available: https://docs.fires.im
We provide pre-built FPGA images for the designs in this
paper, encoded in the configuration files included in the artifact. Regenerating the supplied FPGA images is also possible,
by running firesim buildafi in ~/fireperf/deploy/.
A.7.1 Extended Benchmarks. We also include a script
in the artifact to reproduce the other FirePerf workloads in
the paper, covering Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 and Figures 2, 3, 7,
and 5 from the paper.
Before running this script, it is first required to run the
following in ~/fireperf/deploy/workloads to build all
target-software images:
$ make all-iperf3

Next, we must make a change to the run-all-iperf3.sh
script to support running on your own EC2 instances. Open
run-all-iperf3.sh (located in the workloads directory
you are currently in) in a text editor. You will need to uncomment line 39 and comment out line 41, so that lines 39-41
look like so:
runparallelwithlaunch $1
#runserialwithlaunch $1
#runserialnolaunch $1

Next, ensure that your results directory (~/fireperf/
deploy/results-workload/) does not contain existing results from a previous run. Finally, to start all 21 simulations,
run the following:
$ cd fireperf-dataprocess
$ ./full-runner.sh

Once this script completes, final results will be located in:
~/fireperf/deploy/workloads/fireperf-dataprocess/
02_covered/. This directory contains the following:
• generated-tables/: Contains LATEX source for Tables 1,
2, 3, and 4, populated with bandwidth results from this run.
• generated-flamegraphs/: Contains newly generated PDFs
for the flame graphs in our paper: Figures 2, 3, and 7.
• nic_queue_send_req.pdf: A newly generated version of
Figure 5.
A.8

Methodology

Submission, reviewing and badging methodology:
• http://cTuning.org/ae/submission-20190109.html
• http://cTuning.org/ae/reviewing-20190109.html
• https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-reviewbadging

